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1.

FORE VI ORD

The economics of &Proving sugar beet in Yorkshire have been studied
€

by collecting records of the 1963 and 1964 crops. A preliminary report

was written on the basis of the first year's results, but it was

necessary to warn readers that "any firm conclusions must await the

analysis of the second year's data," especially when it referred to a

year in which "sugar beet was clearly not as profitable as it had been

in the past."

The present report is able to make use of information extending

over two cropping years and this gives to its conclusions more authority

than the first report could possibly claim to have. It studies each

item in the cost of growing the crop and sets against them the returns

and the non-cash features on which real profits also depend. These

include the relationship of beet to other ways of using the land and

the relative advantages of growing beet on a large acreage rather than

a small.

Some interesting comments are made on manuring for sugar beet, and

particularly on the response of the crop to nitrogen. The report

shows the trend in the acreage of sugar beet in Yorkshire since 1950

and 'appendixes discuss such widely different aspects of the crop as

the international situation and the gross margins from sugar beet.

• The University gladly acknowledges the help and courtesy it has

received from the farmers who provided the information 'on which the

report is based and hopes that the present report will contribute

something to the fund of knowledge about the crop.

3c. Leeds University Farmers' Report No.165.

July, 1966. W.HARVIOCID LUNG
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I.

MTRODUCTI ON

This is the final report of a two year survey of sugar beet

growing in Yorkshire for the seasons 1963-64 and 1964-65. The

manner in which the report has been organised is clear from the table

of contents. Two of the chapters are intended to throw some light

on the importance of sugar beet as an arable crop, first, from its

relationship to other crops as revealed by changes in acreage over the

years, and secondly, from the reactions of the growers in this survey

to its relative advantages and disadvantages on their particular farms.

A brief survey of the World setting against which the U.K. sugar beet

industry must be viewed is also included in an appendix.

The selection procedure adopted in drawing the random sample of

farms, on which this survey is based, was fully described in the interim

report. For various reasons it was not possible to include five of

the original sample in the second year, so that the 1964-65 survey

results are based on 69 farms. The distribution of these by both

sample area and size of sugar beet acreage is shown in Table I.

Table I. Distribution of Swar Acreage
sample fazsilE_Istrict, 1964.

under 15 acres
15-24i acres
25 acres & over

All Farms

Vale  of  Pickering York sellY___—
Number Average Number f Average Number Average
of Area of of Area of of Area of
Farms S.Beet Farms S.Beet Farms S.Beet

Acres Acres 1 Acres
1

14 J 10.1 14 8.8 
,

10 10.2

4 19.6 8 1 19.3 6 19.1
6 31.0 2 31.9 5 34.5
24 16.9 ql14.2 21 1 18.1.1

H Wood John, W. Sugar Beet Costs and Returns, 1963.
University of Leeds, Farmers' Report 165, 1964.
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The over-all distribution by size of sugar beet acreage is

given in Table II, which also shows the average total farm size

for these groups. The average total farm size was similar for

all three sample areas although the proportion of land in cash

roots varied according to the potential of the districts for arable

cropping.

Table II. Distribution of  Beet Acreape
by size groups1964. 

Number
of Farms

• Average
Size of
S. Beet

Average
Farm
Size

Size Group 

under 15 acres

15-24 acres

25 acres

All Farms

Proportion
of Farm
in S.Beet

Acres Acres Per cent

38 9.6 168 5.7
18 19.3 245 7.9
13 32.4 319 9.9
69 16.4 220 7.5
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3.

THE COST PER ACRE

1. introduction

The cost of growing an acre of sugar beet does not normally vary

greatly from one season to another although clearly some operations,

hoeing and lifting in particular, can be substantially influenced by

weather conditions. Such difficulties as do arise, however, may tax

the skills of management considerably in both the timing and the

performing of critical operations, without necessarily having a

proportional influence on costs. Thus, although unfavourable weather

may make the establishment and especially the harvesting of the crop

both difficult and expensive, the likely increase in actual cost will be

smaller, in general, than the variations normally experienced in total

returns. Enterprise costinus from 1957 to 1964 illustrate this

point. (see Figure I) While the very difficult harvest of 1960-61

resulted in noticeably higher costs, their effect on profit was small

compared to those due to the annual variations experienced in cash

returns. The similarity of costs from such widely scattered areas

as Scotland, Yorkshire and the Eastern Counties (and no enterprise

data from any centre gives a markedly different estimate over this

period) may at first seem somewhat surprising, but it should be

remembered that sugar beet growing is more completely under the control

of a single national organisation than any other major agricultural

activity. Not only is this organisation the sole purchaser of the

entire crop, the only source of seed, the .determinant of individual

acreage and, largely, the timing and rate of harvesting, but it is also

the provider of a comprehensive information service and is a major

sponsor of technical research. The results and implications of this

research can readily be communicated to growers via the personal contact

of field officers in addition to published literature. Hence, it is

perhaps not entirely unlikely that the rate at which new techniques

that might alter production costsare adopted, is broadly speaking

similar in all growing areas.
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FIGURE I. SUGAR BEET COSTS AND RETURNS, 1957 to 1964.

Sources: 1957, 1961 and 1962. Farm Economics Branch, Cambridge,
M.R.Nos. 55 8c 61.

1958, The Edinburg'.n. School of Agriculture,
Economic Report No.64.

1959, 1960 & 1963, Agricultural Economics Section,Leeds.
Farmers' Reports Nos.152 8c 165.



Costs have not, however, changed substantially since 1957 as

is shown in Figure I, fr' om which it would appear that there has

been a tendency for costs to rise at about El per acre or

approximately per cent per annum. But the Index of Retail

Prices rose from 105.8 in 1957 to 125.7 in 1964 reflecting the falling

value of the pound so that the real, rather than the many, costs of

growing. sugar beet tended, in fact, to fall slightly over this period

1957 to 1964.

It is helpful to know, in addition to the actual level of total

costs in any one year, what the likely variation may be from year to

year in individual items of cost. Some indication of this may be

gained from a comparison-of one year 's results with the next on an

appropriate sample of farms. The results of the two years of the

present survey are included in Figure I from which it is clear that

a slight reduction in the total net cost of growing an acre of sugar

beet occurred between 1963 and 1964. The difference of ten

shillings per acre, or less than one per cent, is the net result of

relatively small differences in most of the separate items of cost.

The full analysis is shown in Table III. In general some saving

was achieved in the costs of sprays, contract services and power and

machinery but these were partly offset by increases in the net ccst

of manures and fertilisers, haulage by contractors and particularly

casual labour. In fact, the average rent rose by ls. per acre but

this was more than offset by the drop in the allowance for general

overheads.

Each of the items of cost is dealt with in detail in subsequent

sections. It is sufficient to note here that, for all intents and

purposes, the total net cost was found to be essentially the same in

the two years of the survey, so that the very substantial difference

in the results for the two years arises from changes in returns.



Table III.

Per acre

6.

Sugar Beet Costs, 196 -64 and 1964-65

Number of farms

Area costed per farm

Items of Cost:

Seed
Sprays

Manures and Fertilisers

Inorganic Compounds and Straights
Lime
Shoddy
F.Y.M.(inc.cost of application)

Total

Adjustment for residues

Net cost
Contract Services (excluding those

for lime &

'Haulage
With own equipment

contract
Total

Power and Machinery

Power (fuel,repairs & depreciation
Specialised machinery (rep.& dep.

General implements,etc( " " "

Total

Labour
Regular
Casual

Total

Rent and Overheads

TOTAL NET COST

1963-64 1964-65

74 69

15.8 acres 16.4 acres

E. S. E. S. C. s. E. s.

21. 2.

5. 7.

2. 0.
5. 2.

4. 5.
2. 7.
2. 8.

15.13.
4.17.

15.15.

2.10,

7. 2.

0.

20.10.

10.17.

69.  6._

20. 7.

4. 8.

2. O.
5. 7.

4. 7.
*2. 2.
2. 3.

15.13.
5. 8.

15.19.

2. 2.

7.7

8.12.

21. 1.

10.16.

68,16.



2. S e e d

Sugar beet seed for the 1964-65 season was both in short

supply and of variable quality and familiar varieties were not

readily available to everyone. However, in spite of poor

6,ortni -nati. on reaings no greater weight of seed was drilled than in

1963, although this was partly 'offset by a greater use of finer

grade . seed, i.e. a tolerance of eight to ten sixty fourths of an

inch. The rubbed and graded seed was drilled at an average

rate of 5.1 lbs. per acre in 1964 compared with 5.2 lbs. in the

year before. .

There was a further decline in the proportion of growers

using natural seed; the few growers (7 per cent) not employing

rubbed and graded seed were, with a single exception, to be found

among those with less than 15 acres. The drilling rate averaged

10.3 lbs. .per acre for natural seed.

The overall average cost of seed was the same in 1964 as it

was in 1963 (1.16s. per acre) but, unlike the earlier year, there

was little variation in this figure either for districts or

size groups.

3. Sprays

The 1963 survey suggested that spraying was common practice,

.but substantially fewer growers used sprays in 1964. Thus. while

84 per cent of growers used sprays of one form or another in 1963,

only 65 per cent did so in 1964. The reduction was greatest

among the smallest size group.. The amount spent on spray

materials also fell sharply particularly on those farms with more

than 25 acres of beet (Table 1V).
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Table 1V. The Use of Sprays on Sugar Beet 1963 and 12§1.1_,

Size Group

5 -.14i- acres

15 - 24* tt

Over 25 tt

!All Farms

Proportion of Average Cost on J Average Cost forl

farms using farms using All farms in thei

spys. sprays. 22.P. •
1963 ; 1964 1963 1964 1963 1964

82

78

94

84

rfo E. s. E. s. E. s. e. s.

60 1.17. 1. 4. 1.13. 1. 0.

61 2. O. 1.15. 1.11. 1. 3.

85 2.12. 1.13. 2. 8. 1. 8.

65 1.16. l.3

The costs shown in Table 1V cover all spray materials including,

on four farms, applications against persistent arable weeds, mainly

couch grass, which it might be argued should not be charged only to the

sugar beet prop. However, by far the most important spray materials

used were either for pre-emergence weed control or for the control of

aphis. Pre-emergence weed control can be achieved either, by the

total eradication of all green plants, using a chemical of the paraquat

type which is rapidly inactivated on contact with the soil, or, by

applying carefully placed "bands" of a residual herbicide, usually

containing propham, on either side of the drill. The latter and

slightly more expensive method was employed by threequarters of those

farms using pre-emergence control. The cost of the herbicides

for both methods of .pre-emergence treatments averaged out at about two

guineas per acre treated. Some 26 per cent of the entire sample

attempted pre-emergence weed control although the proportion varied

noticeably with both size of acreage and growing district, (Table V).

4 I



Only twelve per cent of the growers in the Vale of Pickering made use

of pre-emergence herbicides, compared with between 30 and 40 per cent

for the districts of York and Selby.

Table V. Proportion of growers usinELL1=ticides and

Pre-emergence Herbicides and average cost per acre.

1964.

Size Group

Number
of
Farms

herbicides

5 - 14-i acres

15 -24*

Over 25

All Farms

tt

38

18

13

1 69

18

28

46

6

.2s.

Average cost of
materials per
acre applied.

Proportion of Farms using:-

Pre-emergence Pre-emergence

Insecticides herbicides and
insecticides

54

56

61

15

28

23

57 20

E0.18s.

The use of insecticides was also less widespread in the Vale of

Pickering, where one-third of the growers used them, compared to the

York and Selby districts, the corresponding figure for which were

56 and 84 per cent respectively. Most of the growers using

insecticides employed some formulation of systemic organophosphorus

compounds although limited use was also made of cheaper, non-systemic

organochlorine compounds of the D.D.T. type. The average cost of

materials per acre sprayed (all insecticides) was found to be 18s.
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4. Manures and Fertilisers

al  Introduction

The overall cost of manures and fertilisers applied in

1964 was E2 0.7s, of which £11.12s. was spent on inorganic

fertilisers, £8.l0. on organic manures (including 9s. per

acre on shoddy) and the balance on lime. This represented

an increase over the previous year of bs per acre on inorganic

fertilisers and a decrease of Ils. on organics. The

reduction in the use of organic manures and the charge for lime

meant a substantial drop in the allowance for manurial

residues, so that the net cost of manures and fertilisers was

£15.19s. in 1964 compared to £15.15s. in 1963.

b2  Inorganic 

The increase of 6s. per acre in the average cost of

inorganic fertilisers, referred to above, was not typical of

the individual size groups (Table V1). The group of largest

growers actually spent £1.4s. less on such fertilisers in 1964

compared with 1963 by applying fewer plant nutrients. The

principal reductions for this group being of phosphate, potash

and salt (all down by roughly 20 per cent) with very little

change in the nitrogen level. The 15 - 24-i- acre group also

applied less of all nutrients, although again, nitrogen was

reduced only slightly. However, in spite of this decrease in

plant nutrient supply, the average cost of inorganic fertilisers

used by this group increased by 14s. pec acre, resulting

presumably from the use of more expensive compounds. The

growers of less than 15 acres also spent more (11s. per acre)

on average but this was clearly due to increases of all the

major nutrients.

3€ In 1964 a charge representing the average liming policy

on each farm was used rather than the actual cost as

in 1963.

•

pir
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Table V1 The Use of Inorganic Fertilisers on Sugar Beet_i 1964 & 1963.

Per Acre

Size Group

Plant Nutrients from inorganic sources 'Average Cost '

1964 & (1963)
1N!

1964 Ti3
SaltP I K

units 31 per acre cwts/ac: E. s. E. s.

Less than 15 ac: 144(135) 111(103) 1 177(176) 4-3(4.2) 11.11. (II. 0.)

15 - 24-h.- acres 142(146) 106(115) 180(195) 3.6(3.9) 12.11. (11.17.)

25 & more acres 141(143) 86(110) 160(199) 3.4(4.2) 10. 8. (11.12.)

, All Farms 143(135) Ic5(1017) 174(184) 3.8(4.11_1j-12. (11. 6.)

1 unit = 1 per cent of 1 cwt.) i.e. 1.12 lbs.

.1-3E These figures represent the average application rate on t
hose

farms using kainite or salt, not for the whole sample.

Although the level of salt and kainite applications was 
lower on

average in 1964 than in 1963, a higher proportion of the s
ample applied

them. Overall 46 per cent of the sample applied at least s
ome salt or

kainite and the relevant figures for the small, medium an
d large growers

were 32, 56 and 79 per cent respectively. This represents a decrease

in the proportions of smaller growers using salt or kainit
e but a

substantial increase for both larger groups compared with 
1963.

Since sodium and potassium are to a considerable extent 
interchangeable

as far as the sugar beet crop is concerned, it is of 
interest to know

what reductions in potash usage in compound form were 
made by those farms

applying salt or kainite compared to those not doing so. 
This comparison

is shown in Table V11 for both 1963 and 1_964. It is encouraging to

note that the average adjustment of potash applications
 to salt usage

was considerably greater in 1964 than in 1963, with th
e exception of

growers of 15 - 24 acres. Even so growers persist in using dressings
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of all nutrients considerably in excess of generally recommended levels,

which are 100 units of nitrogen, 50 units of phosphate; 100 units of

potash and 3 cwts. of salt. The levels of N, PI and K, should be

reduced to 601 20 and 30 units respectively where F.Y.M. is also

applied, while potash should be increased to 150 units if no salt is used.

Table V11. The Use of Salt and Sugar Beet

1.96 and 1964

Size Grou

Less than 15 acres

15 - 24i acres

25 ac: and over

All Farms

cl  Organic 

sample applied

The proportion

shown in Table

Proportion using
Salt in 1964
and (1963_)__

per cent

32 (41)

56 (36)

79 (44)

Potash applied in compounds in
1964 and 1963

Farms using  Salt Farms usi NO Salt

units per acre

149 (159)

176 (188)

145 (200)

4_6_11_11_ 156_ (.1141_

189 (187)

184 (199)

209 (198)

As in 1963, some three-quarters of the farms in the 1964

F.Y.M. to at least some of their sugar beet acreage.

of farms in each size group that used F.Y.M. in 1964 is

V111. Also of note in Table V111 is the decrease of
•

both the application rate and the proportion of total beet acreage

dressed as the area of beet increased; this presumably being associated

very largely with the available supply of F.Y.M. The very much lower

average charge for F.Y.M. in the group of largest growers (6. 7s. as

H For these, and more detailed recommendations for special

soils, see "Fertilizers for the Farm", M.A.F.F.Bulletin No.195.
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against E12.14s. for growers of less than 15 acres) is seen to result

entirely from the fact that a far smaller proportion of the beet acreage

reveived F.Y.M. indeed the resources needed to cart and spread

on an acre of land did not change greatly with the scale. of. the operation

in fact the largest growers used rather more man and tractor hours per acre

(some land actually receiving two light dressings). Thus, on the evidence

in this survey, it still requires on average a man and a tractor a full day

to muck an acre of land although a few farms achieved rates of work of up to

four times as fast.

Table V111. The Use of F.Y.M..on Su_zar j3ee-.12 1964.

Size Grouss

Farms
using
F.Y.M

-Appin.
per
acre
dressed

Man I Tract.1
hrs . 1 hrs._per

Cost
t
i
-per acre
dressed

-

Acreage per
farm
dressed
with F.Y.M.

Aver. Cost 1
acre of

Sugar Beet
„

' per acre •I
dressed.

% • tons hrs 1 hrs E. s. % E. s.

Less than
15 acres 74 13.5 8.4 7.9. 14.12. 87 12.14.

15 — 24
acres 78 . 12.2 862 7.6 12. 0. 85 10. 3.

25.8c over
acres 69 11.5 9.9 9.4 - 12. :8. 51 - 6. 7.

All Farms 74 12.6 . 8.4 8.1. 13.13. _ • 80 • 10.18.

One of the benefits gained from the application of F.Y.M. is the modest

but none-the-less valuable contribution it makes to the total supply of plant

nutrients. Although F.Y.M. must, inevitably, -vary considerably in plant

nutriant content, it cannot be ignored esloecially where heavy dressings

F.Y.M. was charged at 15s/- per ton to which was added
the cost of application, the man and tractor hours
involved being charged at 5s,ld. and 3s.8d. respectively.



are involved. A standard analysis has been assiamcd th c,101112.-t..irre-,

the total plant nutriants applied per acre in 1959, 1901 1963 and

1964 (see Table Ix). The slight increase in nitrogen and reduction

in phosphate and potash between 1963 and 1964 is, thus, seen in 
both

the total nutrients applied and those applied in inorganic 
form

(Table VI). The trend towards heavier nitrogen usage has clearly

persisted into 1964, although it is possible that the 
general level

at which the other nutrients are applied has past its
 peak.

Table ,1.X. Average Quantities of Pla:nt Nutyientp in

19512_ 1960, 1963 and 1964. 

Year

1959

1960

1963

1964

Number Average area Plant Nutrients from both

I of of Sugar Beet organic 3E and inorganic sources

Farms

36

36

74

69

acres

38.5

39.0

15.8

16.

..... units per acre

147 136 239

146 127 244

162 138 242

168 1 2

3€ F.Y.M. has been assumed to provide the first

crop with, on average, 30 units of nitrogen,

• 40 units of phosphate and 75 units. of potash

from each 10 tons.
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5. Contract Charges

The overall proportion of growers who employed contractors Tar

services other than spreading F.Y.M. and transporting harvested beet

in 1964 was similar to that found in 1963; although fewer of the

smaller growers used them, this was offset by an increase among the

largest growers (Table X). Thus, 1964, in contrast to 1963,

showed relatively little difference in the proportion of each size

group that employed contractors. However, the purpose for which

these services were engaged differed markedly between the size groups

and this is reflected in the average costs shown in Table X. Of the

58 per cent of growers of under 15 acres of beet who engaged

contractors, over 40 per cent did s7t. harveeting, while the much

less costly operation of spraying was the most frequent task for

which the largest growers used contractors.

Of the whole 69 growers in the 1964 sample, 21 per cent used

contractors • for harvesting only, 13 per cent for drilling only,

7 per cent for spraying only, 6 per cent for harvesting and some

further operation, and a further 6 per cent used contractors for some

combination of fertilise'r application, drilling, spraying and ploughing.

Table X. The Use of Contractors' Services in 1963 & 1964-

Size Group

Under 15 acres

15 - 24j--- acres

25 acres & over

All Farms

Proportion of farms
using contractors

1961_ 1964
••••

79 58

43
31

95

44

54

54

Expenditure per acre on

farms using contractors.

E.s.

5. 3.
2.14.

3. 3.

, 1961

3E For all operations other than applying F.Y.M. and

hauling harvested beet.
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6. Heulag

Analysis of the cost of haulage in 1963 showed that there was little

difference between large and small growers. This was true regardless of

whether they relied on contractors or on their own equipment. A similar

situation was found in 1964 although costs of both methods were slightly

higher, reflecting the greater weight to be moved. Of more relevance to

the cost of haulage is the distance involved and not surprisingly the three

sample areas showed substantial differences (Table X1).

Table Xl. Methods  & Costs of Haqa.aE9 to Delivery  Point124.

Per Acre

Sample Area

.

I

Farms

Farms delivering
beet entirely

Cost ofdtIL=Lla Overall
'Cost of
Deliver

Contract own Nui.ContracteOun u

No. per cent per cent E. s. E. s. E. s.

Vale of Pickering 24 83 17 10. 3. 8.15. 9.18.

Selby 21 29 38 8. 0. 3.12. 6.12.

York _ 24 38 62 7. 9. 4. 6. 5.11.

All Farms 69 51 39 9, 2. 4.16. 7

The Vale of Pickering, farthest from its delivery point at Poppleton,

York, understandably had the highest haulage costs. The relatively few

growers who used their own equipment saved less than 30s* per acre over

the average contract charge for the group, while the comparable margin in

the other two districts was between two and three times as great. Growers

using their own equipment are, of. course, more likely to be those closest

tp the factory, so that a rigorous comparison of their costs with contract

rates would be inappropriate. Nevertheless, the advantages of location

and the ability to transport beet in farmer-owned equipment can clearly and

validly be inferred from Table Xl. A third of the growers in the Selby

district used some combination of their own equipment and contractors,

including transport by rail, and the high average costs for these growers

contributed to the relatively large overall cost of delivery shown in

Table X1 for the district as a whole.
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Xa9.E412a.L1.tallEL

Calculation of the cost of general machinery and tractor time involved

in sugar beet production was made on the basis of the total number of tractor

hours used for all operations (except applying F.Y.M. and delivering

harvested beet, which were costed separately). These times were then

charged at standard rates, details of which are given in Appendix C.

An implication of this procedure, which is the only practicable one, is

that no account is taken of any advantage that might accrue from the

fullest use of machinery so that unavoidable charges, such as depreciation,

licence and insurance, etc, were spread over as many working hours as

possible. Since such advantages are more likely to be gained by the large

rather than the small grower, the use of a standard charge for all growers

means that any difference in favour of the large grower results solely from

higher rates of work and hence probably underestimates his actual advantage

in lower power and machinery costs.

The time taken on each operation, together with the proportion of

farms performing the operation, are shown in Table X11. It can be

seen that growers of 15 and more acres of beet took slightly less time

for each operation, with the single and perhaps significant exception

of drilling. Hence their costs for power and general machinery were

also somewhat lower. The total tractor hours, however, differed only

slightly and the influence of this on costs was accordingly small as

seen in Table X111. This table also shows that differences were found

in the ownership of specialised sugar beet machinery. As might be

expected fewer of the smaller growers operated such machines and relied

more on contract services. In fact there was a further move in this

direction between the two costed years; in 1963 68 per cent of

smaller growers used specialised machinery, while the corresponding

figure for 1964 was 58 per cent.
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Table X11. Tractor Usage by TilEge and Small Growers of SuEf.I._11_42.

1964-65 

Farms _Pq=L1E
-

opertion -.1Lacres L15 acres 1:arms

F.:fad.application(not inc.in
totals)

Autumn cultivation .

iPlouhing(average frequency . 1.4,

Fertiliser application

Seed-bed preparation & establishment

Drilling

per cent

74

55

100 •

93

100

i 90

.. hours

'7.2 .

1.4 -

2.9

0.9

2.4

0.7

per acre

5.0

1.2

2.2

0.8

-2.3

- 0.9

..

- '6.2

1.3

I 2.5
1
0.9

I
2.4

i 0.8

Tractor hoeing I
(average frequency . 3.7) 100 - .3.4 3.1 3.3

Spraying 58, . • 0.6. • 0. 0.

• :. Total +re-harvest - - • "CO - 11. A, .8 10.

Harveat . 

.........

:
Using own equipment

I

i

Hand work 1.9 1.1 - 1.7

. . Machine work 13,9 .11.9 1 12.8 .

Loading 1.5 ' 1,3 I 1.4
,

Total * . 74 14.7. 12.8 13.7.

Using contractor
- Hand work 2.3- r (0.3) 1.9

I
!

Machine work • 6.1 - (6.1) i .6.1

Loading • 1 
\ , I

.3 ... <2.8) ! 1.5
1

Total • : * 2 . .1- . ) .1

Total Harvest All Farms) - . 100 _ 11.5 12.2 .111.9

-1-
ALL WORK 100 23.1 22.5 22.8

Figures in brackets include less than five observations.

N.B. Totals are not simple additions of the figures above

them since not all farms performed all operations.

No information is available on the time taken by

contractors.
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Per Acre

19.

Power and Machinery Costs, 1965. 

i
i
I

Farms grdWing

All Farms
- Under
1 acres

. 15 acres
- & more

Number of..Farms 31 . 69 

d

Tractor, Usage .,

, .38

Total hours ' .23.1 . . 22.5 22.8.

Fuel,Repairs,etc. £1.18s. £1.17s. £118s.

.Dep. & Misc. . . .E2.6s. E2.5s. E2.6s..

Total tractor cost £47 5s . .E4.2s.. E2.4s.

General Machinery

Repairs, etc. £1.3s. £1.3s. £173s.

Depreciation 18s. 18s. 18s.

Special Machinery

Farms owning 58%.

Costs of sp.mach.on
farms owning them. E2.18s. E2.15s. E2.16s.

All Power & Machinery

Costs (excl.contract) E. s. E. s. E. s..

Variable costs 3. 7. 3.16. ' 3.11.

Fixed costs 4.16. 5.11. 5. 0.

.Total: 8. 3. 9., 7. : • 8.11.

Average Contract Charges 3. 2. 0.19.  2, 2. 

Total costs of power and machinery used on sugar beet are seen

(Table X111) to be greater on farms with larger contract acreages but

this is due entirely to the much reduced importance of contracting

services on such farms. If contracting services are included

(although the total then includes some labour and other charges) the

larger growers are seen to have an advantage of nearly El per acre.

Looking more closely at specialised machinery costs, about 80 per

cent of the total charge in the survey was accounted for by harvesters,
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with precision drills accounting for some 12 per cent and loaders a

- further 4 per cent, while the smallbalance was made up from shared

charges for irrigation, spray and thinning equipment. Details of

ownership and the costs of operating such equipment are shown in

Table X1V. The advantages of size of enterprise is particularly

obvious in the cost of harvesting equipment. As might be -expected,

the larger growers had higher total charges for such eqUipment but

this was spread over sufficient acres to reduce the per acre cost to

well below that of small growers. But this was not found to be true

in the case of precision drills which probably reflects the

importance attached to drilling at the right time. Also precision.

drills can be matched closely to the acreage to be covered, by varying

the number of units.

Table XIV. The Use of_q_apslal Sugar  Beet Machinery 

1964-65

Special Sugar Beet Machinery

Harvesters

Farm with under 15 acres -
Farms with 15 acres & over

All Farms
Precision drills

Farms with under 15 acres

Farms with 15 acres & over

All Farms

Cleaner-loaders

Other equipment
lAll  equipment 

Farms with Cost of equipment onl

Special farms operating it. 1

ua ment

per cent per acre

. E. S.

2.15.
1.19.

2. 6.

53
90
70

24
52

36

0.14.
0.14.

0.14.

10 0.14.
12 0.12.

2.16.75_
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Of the 52 farms with specialised equipment, 4 had precision

drills only, while of the remaining 48 who all owned harvesters,

8 possessed a harvester and some other special equipment but no

drill, 14 had a harvester and a drill, 7 had harvester, drill and

other equipment and the remaining 19 possessed harvesters only.

Hence, harvesting has been mechanised to a much greater extent

than other operations. All growers lifted their beet by machine,

although the amount of "opening up" by hand varied considerably.

The latter was often greater in anticipation of a contractor's

arrival. Mechanical thinners and gappers were conspicuous by

their absence, only two farms possessed such machines and, although

this prrvides very scanty evidence indeed, there was little

substantial improvement in hoeing times on these farms. It would

seem that sugar beet growers in Yorkshire are still able and prepared

to rely on hand-hoeing of the sugar beet crop, although how long

this situation will prevail it is difficult to say. Certainly the

growers themselves are very conscious of increasing difficulty in

finding suitable labour and this is examined more fully in Chapter IV.

8. Labour

The sugar beet crop always has been, aad still is, a vex:7 heavy

user of labour. The wage bill, whether for casual .or regular workers,

represents by far the largest cash outlay that a grower has to make.

Furthermore, unlike potatoes which also requires considerable labour,

sugar beet necessitates using much the largest part of its total

labour requirement early in its growing period, so that the money

spent is outstanding for some five or so months. Hence, it is of

considerable importanae to know, in some detail, how labour is used

and Table XV sets out the break down of labour usage between the

various operations for both large and small growers.
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Table XV. Use of Labour_ja_laEge and small growers of
Sugar Beet, 1964-1965.

.Farms
Operation performing

operation 

per cent

F.Y.M.appin.(not inc.in totals)! 74

Autumn cultivation 55

Ploughing(average frequency
= 1.4) s 100

Fertiliser application 93

Seed-bed preparation and
establishment 100

Drilling 90

Hand hoeing .100

Tractor hoeing
\ 

100
(average frequency = 3.7)

ying 58 

Total pre-harvest 100

Farms growing
less than'more than
15 acres 15 acres

All
Farms

.. hours per acre ••

7.5 5.2 6.5

1.4 1.2 1.3

2.9 2.2 2.5

1.1 1.1 1.1

2.5 2.3 2.4

1.1 1.1 1.1

46.1 39.6 43.1

6.6 5.5 6.1

0.6 0.4 0.5

60.7

Harmaat
Using own equipment

Hand work 7.2 2.5 5.2

Machine work 116.3 14.5 15.3

Loading 4.5 2.8 3.6

Total 74 23.3 17.5 J 20.2

Using a contractor 3f.

Hand work 7.4 (2.0) 6.1

Machine Work 8.5 (9.2) 8.7

Loading . 3.5 (4.1) 3.7

 Total 29  15. 1 .2 15.2

Total Harvest (All Farms) 100  20.2 

ALL WORK 100 80.8 70.2 1 76.1_1

3f. Figures in brackets include less than five observations

N.B. Totals are not simple additions of the figures above
them since not all farms performed all operations.
No information is available on the time taken by
contract ors.
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Growers of 15 or more acres used fewer man-hours to perform

a given operation and this was particularly true of the two largest

operations, namely hoeing and harvesting.

The extent to which casual labour was used also varied with

acreage (see Table XV1). Rather fewer of the growers of less

than 15 acres employed casual labour and those that did had a lower

per acre charge than did the large growers. It is fairly common

practice in Yorkshire for the regular men to be put onto a piece-work

basis for the duration of sugar beet hoeing. However, this has

been regarded as an alternative method of payment for regular labour

rather than as casual labour for the purposes of this survey. Thus,

"casual labour" here includes only labour brought onto the farm

specifically to deal with sugar beet.

Table XV1 also shows a comparison with the 1963-64 season which

indicates that labour costs rose some lls, per acre for all farms •

together, but that the increase was more marked (24s.) for larger

growers. The latter was due to increases in both casual and

particularly regular labour costs. Smaller growers also had an

increase in casual labour costs but this was offset by a reduction

in the cost of regular labour. It would seem that farms with

larger acreages of beet managed to use regular labour partly in

place of the casual labour used previously. Possibly this was in

response to the increased rates which large casual hoeing gangs can

command. Growers of smaller acreages were apparently still able

to find sufficient casual help in the numbers needed and, in fact,

more of such growers used casual labour than in the preceding year.
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Table XV1. Regular and Casual Labour Costs,
1963-64 and 1964-65

Per Acre

Cost of casual
labour where
employed.

Proportion of
1Farms employing

casual labour. 52% 9a-A 68% 68%
E. s. E. s. E. s. E. s. E. s. E. s.

1963-64 1964-65

. Less 15 Less 15 1
than acres All than acres All

15 and Farms 15 
,
I 

and I1i 
Farms

acres  over  acres 

E. s. E. s. E. S., . s. E. s. E. s.

7.10. 6.18. 7. 4. 6. 9. ..8.12. 7. 9.

Average cost of
casual labour. 3.19. 6. 4. 4.17. 4. 8. 6.13. 5. 8.

Cost of regular
labour. 17.12. 12.17. 15.13. 17. 7. 1..12. 15.13.

Total Labour Cost 21.11. 19. 1. 20.10.1 21.15. 20. 5. 21. 1.
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RETURNS AND GEIER FACTORS ETFLUaTCING MARGINS

1. Yields and Returns

a) Introduction The 1964-65 sugar beet season was v7 much better

than the preceding one both for growers and for the fac-oories. In

fact, acre for acre it was nationally the second best season on

record (see Table XV11) and, since acreages were higher, the total

production of refined sugar was higher than for any previous season.

Table XV11. Sugar Bet Yields in Britain, 195921_9_6_4..

Yield of Sugar Yield of
Year Clean Beet Content Sugar  

tons per acre tons per lore

1959 ' 13.38 ! 16.90 2.26
1960 17.37 I 14.97 2.60
1961 14.48 15.44 2.24
1962 1 12.99 15.68 2.04
1963 1 12.86 16.67 2.14
196 , 1t. 0 i 1 .72 2.56 

The guaranteed price was also increased at the 1964 Annual Review to

128s, per ton for 16.0 per cent beet, with a 1 Os. per ton

differential for every one per cent change in sugar content. Thus,

the overall average return in Britain in 1964 was approximately

£105 per acre which compares very favourably with the 1963 figure

of less -01.an £853:- The -same difference of about £20 per acre was

found to apply to the sample farms in this survey, although r eturns

in Yorkshire tend to be someiyhat below the national average.

The survey results for 1963 and 1964 are 'shown in Table XV111

together with figures for 1959 and 1960 from a similar survey.

The 1964 analysis is very close to that found in 1960, although

the latter applied to considerably larger acreages. Neither year,

H Neither figure allows for possible
delivery bonuses.
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however, was as favourable to growers as 1959, but 1964 does represent

a very substantial improvement over the previous season. The margin

shown in Table XV111 is the total cash margin over all variable and

fixed costs and should not be confused with the term "Gross Margin"

which is concerned only with variable costs. Gross margins have not

been included in the body of this report because of the difficulty of

defining the term satisfactorily for all farms— The average total

cash returns were £102 per acre in 1964 (see Table XV111) while the

variable ccsts of fertilisers, seed and sprays were £12.1s, £1.16s.

and £1.3s. respectively, so that the gross margin over these costs was

£87 per acre. There are typically other variable costs, however,

including casual labour, haulage and contract work, the average charges

for which have previously been given, and these, of course, must also

be included in the gross margin calculation When they occur. Gross

margins, however, should not be confused with profitability, especially

In the case of sugar beet, for the demands of the crop on regular labour

and machinery are substantial.

Table XVIII Returns from Su ar Beet ill_lalsEhire

1959, 19 0, 1965 and 1964. 

Large Farm a oniy 3.eE All Farms

/ear iy22y  .10L./ .1.0',)

Number of farms 36 36 74 , 69_

Acreage of Beet
costed per farm_ 38.5 39.0 , 15.8 16.4

Yield of Clean.
Beet per acre . 16t.8c. 17t.10c. 12t.14c. 14t.Ct.

Value per ton E6.11. £5.15s. £6.7. . •£7.6s.

Value per acre £107.3s. £101.7s. £80.17s. £102.2s.

Net cost per acre j £58.0s. £68.5s. £69.6s. £68.16s.

E11.11s. E33.6s.

Gross margins for particular situations are, however,

shown in Appendix A.
E3€ Figures are from a sample of farms growing over 30 acres of

Beet (see Farmers' Report No.152)

.itEm Value of beet tops are not included in this figure
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The returns shown in Table XY111 include all bonuses for early

and late delivery to the factory. These bonuses are intended

primarily to offset any loss in yield for beet delivered prior to

October 1st and the known decline in sugar content with time for beet

delivered after December 31st. It must be realised, however, that

late delivery bonuses are in no way an inducement to growers to delay

delivery of beet Which could otherwise be sent earlier. A number

of growers learnt this to their cost during the 1964-65 season.

Any delivery permits for the period October 1st to December 31st which

are not used, reduce the amount of beet delivered after this on which

bonus is payable. This, of course, represents a loss of revenue

since any beet will be of a lower sugar content and hence, less valuable,

the longer is the delay in delivery. In other words growers must

follow closely the delivery pattern assigned to them and can only lose

money by not doing so.

Comparison of large and small rowers Almost always where large

and small growers have been compared from the same area and in the same

season, two important differences have emerged. Firstly, one that

can readily be interpreted in terms of standard economic reasoning,

namely, that large growers have lower total costs per acre; the

fullest advantages of mechanisation are onen to the largest acreages

and inputs may cost less as acreage and hence bargaining power increases.

Secondly, the yields achieved by larger growers are, on average,

noticeably above those of smaller growers. This latter difference

is not so readily attributable to variations in growing techniques

between the two groups, largely because any such variations are difficult

to measure and also because detailed knowledge of the ideal husbandry

techniques is far from perfect and, in any case, will vary from field

to field.
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The extent of the difference in cost, returns and hence margins

between large and small growers in Yorkshire in 1959, 1960, 1963 and

1964 is shown in Table X1X. Similar findings have been reported from

surveys conducted in the west and south-west and the north-west of

Ehgland as well as in Scotland. While the difference in acreage

between "large" and "small" growers was not so great in 1963 and 1964 as

in 1959 and 1960 the difference in margin was similar, although the

advantages of high yields contributed rather more, proportionately, to

this in the later years (Table XIX). A difference in profit of

Table XII. Returns and Marodns from Sugar 1Teet by size of 
12.2L2=22_225.2_2_17)612.2_19h:5  and 1964. 

1959
Large
Small

1960
Large
Small

1963
Large
Small

1964
Large
Small

Acreage ,

I Costed
per farmi

Yield
of
Clean
Beet

Total
each
Returns

Total , Net H Value
Net 1 Margin of
Cost ! Tops

38.5.
5.8.

39.0.
5.8.

24,9.
9.7.

• 24.8.
9.6.

17.10.
17. 2.

13. 1.
12. 9.

101. 7.
98.10.

83. 6.
79. 4.

E.s. E.s. E.s.
61.12.1 45.11. 3.12.
72.2.7. i 31. 3. 3. 9.

68. 5. 1 33. 2. 3. 2.
76. 6.1 22. .4. 4. 5.

66. 2. 17. 4. 2.12.
71.12. 7.12. 2.19.

14. 8. 105. 0. 65. 8. I 39.12. 3. 9
13, 7. 99.15- 71.14 28t_1_t_,___42_52

H This does not include any value for tops

approximately E10 per acre is Clearly of importance at any time, but this

is even more so in the case of a poor sugar beet year such as 1963, when

the difference was more, in fact, than the actual margin to small

growers. Hence, large grower's margins were well over double those

of small growers in that year before, that is, any account is taken of
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the contribution of tops. Smaller growers make rather more use of tops

for livestock feed, which to some extent, offsets their lower cash

margin over costs. However, althoupda as stated in the previous report,

the real value of tops is extremely difficult to calculate on the basis

of the method used here, the value of tops is not sufficient to reduce

materially the greater profitability of sugar beet to the large rather

than the small grower.

The difference in costs of production has been dealt with in the

last chapter and present little difficulty in interpreation. A

number of factors which might influence yield are examined in

succeeding pages but none of them can readily be identified with either

large or small scale operations. Bence, one is driven to look somewhat

outside the normal scope of such surveys of cost and returns and ask

questions such as "Are contractors, on Whom the smaller grower relies

more heavily, the cause of loss of yield?" and "Are large farmers

also better farmers and hence able to get more from the land?".

These questions are clearly more likely to be answered emotively than

factually and indeed no conclusive factual evidence has been revealed

in this survey. Never-the-less, it cannot be refuted that in

general contractors must value speed rather more highly, relative to

yield, than would a grower operating his own machinery and that, by

and large, better and hence more successful farmers will tend to acquire

more land and thereby become the larger farmers and growers.

Naturally, neither contention is alone sufficient to answer the two

questions posed and the reasons for the large growers' higher yields

must remain something of a puzzle.

* H Full details are given in the Appendix
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2. Factors influaning returns

al  Nitrogen Use and Sugar Content The application of plant

nutrients in 1964 was of a similar level to that of 1963 as might

have been anticipated. However, what differences were shown are

interesting largely because they reflect the seemingly continuous

increase in the quantity of nitrogen applied to sugar beet. Thus,

there was a very slight decrease on average in the quantities of

phosphate and potash applied but a mall increase in nitrogen.

This emphasis on nitrogen has occurred in the face of considerable

efforts on the part of the British Sugar Corporation to press home

to growers experimental results Which have consistently indicated

that excess nitrogen has a depressing effect on the yield of sugar

?er acre. This takes on greater significance with the higher

differential payment of 1C3. per ton for each one per cent change

in sugar content. However, the grower is cushioned from the

additional disadvantage of a marked drop in purity which accompanies

high nitrogen application and makes extraction of the sugar

considerably more difficult and expensive. Vhether or not purity

could be included in the calculation of growers returns is outside

the scone of this report, but until the disadvantages af higher

nitrogen application are clearly reflected in lower returns, the

full cooperation of growers in this matter is unlikely to be

forthcoming. However, it must be noted that the relationship

between fertiliser application and yield is notoriously difficult to

establish (conclusively) once the controlled and rather artificial

conditions of experimental plots are dispensed with. In other

words the evidence on which growers are now employing higher than

recommended levels of nitrogen is largely that of subjective

personal opinion, together with a tendency to think of yield firstly

in terms of tons of clean beet per acre and only secondly in terms

of sugar produced per acre. Furthermore, were sugar beet tops
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valued more highly these would be an additional factor in favur of a

heavy crop, although, of course, haulage, which can be particularly

. expensive for sugar beet, is directly proportional to the weight of

beet lifted.

What evidence, on the influence of the level of nitrogen on 
sugar

content and yield, that is offered by the survey farms suggest
s that,

while there is some depression of suc;ar percentage (not st
atistically

significant), returns per acre do not fall off at higher 
levels of

.nitrogen usage. This is shown in Table XX.

Table XX. The Effect of  Nitrogen ilaaE2_2n_qaEln
Content,) Yield and Returns,  1964. 

Nitrssen 

• units/acre

less than 120

120 140

140 - '180

more than 180

All Farms

Number Average 1 Average 1 Ayerage jAverage

of ' area of I sugar 4 yield Jgross

Farms -  beet  i content_i_ Jthrns

acres i % 
i 
tons/acre E/acre

11 16.1 1 17.99

13 1 23.2 17.66

20 14.4 "1 17.62

25 1 14.7 17.50

13.1 E 97. 3s

13.2 E 96. 's

15.1 £110.18s

14.0 £100. 6s

69 16.4  17., _21,2_ I E1CC. 9.9)

There is considerable difficulty in drawing any 
g-enoral conclusion 

from such an' analysis, however, largely because of th
e uncontrollable

variations in conditions from one farm to another. 
In other words it

is possible, though not particularly likely, that the 
farms applying

very, high levels of nitrogen* in 1964 were not great
ly exceeding the

level of usage which would be recommended for their 
special curcumstances,

for no general recommendation on fertiliser require
ments can be equally

applicable on all farms. In the following section attempts have bee
n

made to overcome these difficulties in regard to the
 relationship

between nitrogen application and the yield of clean 
beet.
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' • •

bI  Yield Response to Nitroa2n_ It has just been stressed that any

attempt to relate fertiliser usage with the yield obtained on a r6,ndom

sample of farms, such as constitutes those in the present survey', is

bestrewn with difficulties. The principal difficulty arises from the

variation of soil type, climate and inherent fertility which, of course,

is very likely to occur between any two randomly chosen farms. If

Farm A applies 130 units of nitrogen and achieves a yield of 12 tons of

beet while Farm B applies only 100 units of nitrogen but records a yield

of 13 tons in a Particular year, little of value can be learnt from this

without further knowledge of the farms themselves. Farther A could as

easily be under-fertilising his land and Farmer B over-fertilising as

vice-versa and either of these is more, likely to be true than a conclusion

that the extra 30 units used by A had suppressed his yield by 1 ton.

Of course the worst hazards of failing to compare like ,with like

are avoided by limiting the geographical area of a sample survey, .so

that extremes of climatic conditions are not encountered 'simultaneously.

But differences in altitude of several hundred feet, in aspect, in

exposure,- in drainage,- in soil type, etcetera, which will pro.foundly

alter the inherent fertility and fertiliser response rate from .farm to

farm, cannot be avoided in this way. All these problems can, however,

be greatly reduced by comparing each farm only with itself, for it is

reasonable to assume, since we know that growers - frequently' Confine

sugar beet to their more suitable land,- that variation in such factors

on any one farm for two successive sugar beet crops will be.: small.

Of course, such a comparison between-different years introduces an

additional source of variation, namely that of iveather conditions from

year to year, but this difference is one for which it is relatively

easy to correct: Thus the difference between the yields of clean

beet in 1963 and 1964 and the difference between nitrogen applications

in the two years on each fan). provide the basis for the following

analysis.

6
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In spite of the similarity in the

application between the two years, few

same fertiliser dressing in both years.

average level of plant nutrient

farms, six in fact, applied the

Hence, in most cases there

were measurable differences in the quantity of nitrogen applied per acre

in each year which could be associated with yield differences. On a

particular farm the difference could, of course, be either an increase

or a decrease and the distinction between them is important. A. grower

who increased nitrogen to 150 units per acre might be expected to hav
e

a different -yield response from one who decreased it to the same 
level,

even though both changed by the same amount. The average changes in

yield between 1963 and 1964 for farms who increased their nitrogen usage

are shown in cdlumn 3 of Table XX1 for three different levels of total

nitrogen application in 1964. The next column shows the yields after

adjusting for the natural increase due to a mare favourable se
ason in

1964. The adjustment has been made. by assuming 'that the difference

in the overall average yield for the entire sample represe
nts the

influence of the better growing conditions in the latter 
year. This

assumption would seem to be reasonable enough, particular
ly in view of

the close similarity in the average fertiliser use in the
 two years

(see Table lx). The 'overall average yield in 1963 was 12.7 and i
n

1964 14.0 tons per acre, so that the difference of 1.3 
tons has

therefore been deducted from the charges in yield in c
olumn 3 to glve

the adjusted changes in column 4 of Table X)(1.. 'Thus, the bottom row

of the latter table may be interpreted as showing that the
re were 32 farms

who applied more nitrogen in 1964 than in 1963 and that th
e average

increase in yield was 1.04 tons. This was, in-fact, 5.2 cwts less than

might have been expected because of the more favourable 
season

(column 4). Columns 5 and 6 show that the average increase in nitrogen

3i A further five farms, where nitrogen use differed

by more than 100 units, were also excluded from

the following analysis.
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Yield Responses to increases in nitroan

'Level of.. .
nitrogen ,
usage in

1964.

Number i
of

Farts i
1

Change in
yield of
clean
beet.,

Yield
change
adjusted
for

Change in
nitrogen
usage
1964-4963„

Change in
adjusted yield
per increase of '
10 units of N.

I
I
1964.4963 seasonal

increase.
1964-1963

Units Tons . Cvrts . Units . Cvrts

Up to 140 '. 8 . + 1.80 1- 10.0 + 21.8 + 4.58.

140 - 180 9 + 1.08 7 . .4.4 _..- - + .25,6 - 1.72

over .180 15 + 0.62 - 13.6 + .58.2 - 2.33

All levels _ 32 1.04 - 5.2 + 39.8 _ - 1431 1

on these farms was some 40 units, so that, on average, for every 10 units

of extra nitrogen that was applied in 1964, there was a reduction in the

seasonally adjusted yield of 1.3 cwts. Not all farms who increased the

application of nitrogen got such a poor return. The farms who .increased

nitrogen but still applied less than 140 units per acre in 1964, achieved

a very worthwhile increase in yield over and above that which would have

resulted from better weather conditions alone. The additional increase

in yield attributable to extra nitrogen was over cwts per increase of

10 units of nitrogen per acre. Since 10 units of nitrogen can cost

anything from ten to twenty shillings in compound form, the resulting

return of 4-1-- cwts at about 7s. or, say, 32s. made such a change well

worthWhile. However, farms who increased nitrogen to levels in excess

of 140 units lost, on average, rather than gained potential yield as a

result. PT
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When the same procedure was followed for the farms that had decreased

their nitrogen use, it was found that the average increase in yield between

1963 and 1964 was more than one ton greater than might have been expected

from the better growing conditions alone. This can be seen in Table XX11

which also shows clearly that the hi6ler the level of total nitrogen use

the greater, on average, was the benefit in increased yield from every

drop of 10 units of nitrogen per acre. Since costs are xeduced as well as

returns being increased in these instances, the economic justification for

such changes is self-evident.

Table XX11

Per Acre

Yield Res onses to decreases in nitrogen

•

Level oI
nitrogen
usage in .
1964-

vumper
of

Farms .
'

unange
in
yield
of
clean
beet .
.1964-63

Ileia .
change
adjusted
for
seasonal
increase
1964-1963

unange
in
nitrogen
usage
1964-1963

'ununge in
adjusted yield per
decrease of 10
units of N.

Units . Tons ' Cwts Units • Cwts

Up to 140 11 +2.18 •+17.6 -23.0 - + 7.7

140 - 180 . 11 +2.50 +24.0 728.2 . + 8.5

Over 180 4 +2.95 +330 . -23.0 +14.4

All levels 26 +2.AA +22.8 -29.2 + 9.0

Taking Tables XXI and XX11 together it is clear that the findings of

this survey lend very substantial support to the recommendations based

on controlled experimental evidence that nitrogen depresses yields over

and above the optimum. The latter is usually estimated to be somewhere

between 100 and 120 units per acre, but because the general level of

nitrogen usage is now so high, relatively few farms in the survey fell

within this range of nitrogen use. However, the foregoing analysis does

permit the conclusion that on average the optimum level is lower than

140 units of nitrogen per acre, but by how much this is so cannot,
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unfortunately, be determined with the present information.

Never-the-less, this limited conclusion is valuable, for .it stands

in the face of apparently contradictory evidence, since as

Table XX shows those farms applying bet,ween 140 - 180 units of

nitrogen had substantially higher yields in 1964 than those using

either less or more nitrogen. Thus, any superficial conclusion

that 140-180 units of nitrogen is associated with the greatest

return per acre has been shown to be false by the latter analysis.

An more appropriate interpretation of Table XX would now appear to

be that, while those farms using over 140 units of nitrogen had

average yields above those on the remainder, their yields would

have been higher still had less nitrogen been applied.
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SUGAR BEET -  ITS PLACE AND PROBTRAS ON TEE FARM

. Introduction

A straight forward economic assessment of costs and,

returns cannot be relied upon to reveal fully the technical

and farm management problems which a particular enterprise

may entail. Managerial time cannot be measured with any

precision, so that an assessment of the difficulties

presented to the grower of a particular crop, in terms of

performing the necessary operations at their optimum time and.

also dovetailing these requirements with those of other

enterprises, must be based on indirect and qualitative

evidence. With this end in view, sugar beet growers

cooperating in the 1,964-65 survey were requested to complete
3E

a questionnaire designed to provide as much background

information to the survey as possible. . What follows is the

impression given by the pattern of answers to these questions

and where appropriate this is supported by factual evidence

although no claim to rigorous statistical accuracy is intended,

since much .of the material is qualitative rather than'

quantitative.

3£ A full copy of the questionnaire, which was
completed by all growers in 1964-65, is to
be found in the appendix.
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2. Historical Setting

Perhaps one of the most striking facts revealed by the

questionnaire is the extent to which sugar beet has been a permanent

feature of the farming system on the farms in this survey. Since

these were randomly selected, presumably this is also substantially

true of Yorkshire sugar beet grows in general.. In a majority of

cases sugar beet wai .introduced either when the farm was taken over

or when the sugar beet fac-ifories at Pop'p. leton and Selby first

opened in the 1920's. On average sugar beet had first been grown

over 21 years ago and for 90-per cent of the farms it had been grown

continuously since then. Of the 10 per cent who had ceased to

grow tLe crop for a por lod, all but one had done so at some time

prior to the last war.

While the above is equally true of all of the three sample areas

around York, Selby and in the Vale of Pickering, the same cannot be

said of the changes in sugar beet acreage over the years. Farms

growing an increasing sugar beet acreage were almost twice as

numerow, in the York and Selby districts as in the Vale of Pickering.

The latter being an 'area with rather fewer natural advantages for

sugar beet growing and also substanti-ally more distant .1 rom its

factory delivery point than the other two.

3. The advantages of sugar beet

When asked specifically about the main attractions of sugar

beet nearly three-quarters of the growers in the Vale of Pickering

laid. most stress on the relatively high cash return compared to

alternative crops. This was also thought important lay growers

in the York district, particularly when coupled With the additional

return in the form of livestock feed. Grogers in the Selby area,

however, seemed, by and large, to be less- impressed with the cash

return, possibly because of superior alternatives, and were more
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- interested in the opportunity that sugar beet offers to both- clean

and improve the land for subsequent crops. Taking the whole sample

together the. latter was the most frequently mentioned advantage of

sugar beet, followed by its relatively high cash return with an

assured market outlet and then the cash _return plus livestock feed.

Finally, a few growers thought that the derrand,s of the crop for

labour fitted in well with those of their other enterprises through

the year.

4.Potatoes

The principal advantages claimed for sugar beet also appTy to

potatoes and particular emphasis was laid on the velationship between

these two cash crops. Of the total sample some 70 per cent also

grew potatoes, although this varied with both district and the area

cf sugar beet grown. , Rather fewer (62 per cent) of farms with less

than 15 acres of beet also grew potatoes, while this percentage

increased for both the larger size groups (75 and 83 per cent -

respectively). The difference between districts was more striking -

over 85 per cent of the growers in both the York and Selby districts

also grew potatoes while only 33 per •dent of the Vale of Pickering
sample farms did so.- Furthermore, on only one farm in the Vale of

Pickering sample was the potato enterprise of a comparable size to

sugar beet which thus represents the dominant crop on farms growing

both in that di strict. This .is not so for York and Selby, however,

where the balance. of the enterprises on those farms with both crops

was found - to be approxirrately equal.

The relationship of the total. area of potatoes and sugar beet to

the total size of the farm was examined and found to be particularly

close on farms in the York and Selby areas. A similar percentage

(12' - 14 per cent) of total farm acres in cash roots was also found,

with the difference that the cash root intensity tended to increase

with farm size among the York farms, while in the Selby district it
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was the smaller farms that had a greater proportion of land in cash

roots. This may well have resulted from a different ownership

pattern between the two areas, with the better land farms being

rather smaller in the Selby district. But for the Vale of Pickering

the relationship between farm size and sugar beet acreage was very

poor. While on average about 10 pa. cent of total farm land was

in cash roots, the scatter about this figure was considerable,

reflecting no doubt the greater variation in suitable arable land.

from one farm to another, as compared to the relative uniformity

through the Vale of York.

The majority of farms, in fact, work to a set acreage of cash

roots, although how this is apportioned between potatoes and sugar

beet varies widely, and on only a relatively few farms is a deliberate

ratio between the two enterprises aimed at. Furthermore, it was

unanimously thought that no serious clash occurred between the work

requirement of the two crops, with the frequent exception that one

or two early delivery- permits for sugar beet might have to be

foregone, particularly in a wet year when potatoes were difficult

to lift. There was far less unanimity, however, when opinions were

sought as to which of the two crops contributed more, acre for acre,

to farm profits. Of the 70 per cent growing both crops to whom

this question was put, 54 per cent gave an unqualified vote for

potatoes vvith a further 9 per cent qualifying a similar answer as to

the extent and frequency that potatoes came out on top. Twenty per

cent thought there was nothing to chose between them, while a final

17 per cent gave an unqualified answer that sugar beet was the more

remunerative crop to grow. Bearing in mind that the immediately

preceding season had been a particularly good one for sugar beet and

a relatively poor one for potatoes, these replies can probably be

taken as substantial evidence that, taking one year with another,

potatoes are regarded as the more profitable crop to
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3f.
grow. Never-the-less, the greater variability associated with

potatoes particularly in regard to marketing also clearly emerges.

5. Determinants of Size

The impression that growers in the Vale of Pickering are less

well endowed with natural advantages for sugar beet production has

already been given. It was also based on answers to questions

regarding the extent to which sugar beet is restricted to particular

parts of the farm, the frequency with which the land is cropped with

beet and the principal limitations to the sugar beet acreage. Of

the whole sample just about half stated that sugar beet was grown

regularly on all of their arable land, while the reasons given by

the remaining half for restricting sugar beet were, principally, soil

type followed by topography and accessibility.Of the soil types

deemed unsuitable for beet, most frequent reference was made to

heavier, wet clays with an occasional mention of excessively light

"blowing sand", which made the risk of loss after drilling

prohibitively high. The proportion of farms in the Vale of

Pickering who needed to restrict sugar beet was only slightly greater,

than in the other districts, but the frequency with which they

cropped the same land with sugar beet differed markedly (Table XX111).

As can be seen, intensive cropping with sugar beet is considerably

more frequent in the Vale of Pickering than in the other two

districts. Coupled with this, nearly half the growers in the

former district singled out the availability of suitable land as the

principal limitation on their sugar beet acreage. Furthermore,

3E This consensus of opinion is, as might be
expected, in agreement with the findings of
recent economic surveys of the two crops,
e.g. Dawson, E. "An Feonomic Study of Potatoes:1964",
University of Leeds, Farmers Report No.169.
Usually, however, such surveys do not attempt to

evaluate risk and uncertainty which are important
factors in farmers? decisions.
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Frequency with whIjalLaaLLE_REETE.91
with Sugar  by sample districts.

Vale of
Pickeri York Selby

......_
.
1 All Farms

Number of Farms 1 24 24 21 69

Years between sugar
beet on the same land:

4 or less 80 17 28 41
5 or 6 10 67 43 41
7 or 8 5 12 19 12

over 8 _.5._ 4 10 6

there was relatively greater concern over the supply of labour for

spring hoeing and the level of returns than in the other districts.

In the York district the acreage quota and suitable land were given

by about equal proportions of the sample, whereas, in the case of

Selby, the quota was mentioned by twice as trany as gave suitable

land as the main limitation.

.Interestingly,, no similar differences emerged.when farms were

grouped according to the acreage of. beet grown. The, position,

:therefore, would seem to. be that any expansion in quota acreage

in itself would have a relatively minor impact on the acreage of

beet grown in the Vale of Pickering and a moderate response could

be .expected from the York district. However., a much greater

increase in acreage could result • in the Selby district, and areas

like it, where the present acreage quotas differ greatest from the

cropping pattern that would exist without thEm.

These observations were to some extent confirmad by gravers

expectations of changes in sugar beet acreage over the next five

years. About three-quarters of the total sample expected to be

- growing a similar acreage over this period while nearly one-fifth
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expected to be growing a greater acreage. The greater part of

the latter growers were from the Selby district and also tended

to be the largest growers; the expectations arose equally from

anticipations of obtaining more land and from intentions to replace

potatoes with sugar beet. Such information cannot, of course,

be viewed as very reliable since it is based on many factors beyond

the growers' control, but, never-the-less, it does demonstrate a

willingness to expand, given appropriate conditions. The switch

from potatoes is partiaularly interesting in view of the general

opinion that, though more unpredictable, the crop is more

profitable than sugar beet.

6. Technical Aspects

Growers were all asked to select from a comprehensive list of
3f.

factors which could in certain circumstances influence total

returns from beet, those which they considered to be most important

on their farm. .From this information the factors were given a

weighted "score" reflecting the importance attached to them by

growers. The two most important factors which emerged from the

questionnaire were the preparation of the seed-bed and the date

of drilling, stressing the importance of getting the crop away to

an early and well established start. This was emphasised

particularly by the most northerly growers in the Vale of Pickering,

where clearly the problems involved would be more acute. Next in

importance, but well down, came fertilisers, the amount of

mid-season rainfall and the general level of temperatures and

sunshine during the season. In fact the Selby growers considered

these three factors more important than seed-bed preparation and

the date of, drilling, suggesting that these growers find little

difficulty with the latter.

The full list is given in the copy of the

questionnaire in. Appendix D.
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A further group of factors also achieved scores which indicated

that they were in general regarded as having a relatively minor

influence on returns. These included date of lifting, freedom

from insect pests, rainfall early in the growing season and plant

spacing, all of which were given approximately equal weight.

Finally the effect of the remaining factors, namely type and

variety of seed, farmyard manure, late season rainfall and the

weather at and after lifting, were virtually ignored in this context.

That the first two of these should be so lightly thought of is

certainly interesting - whether the fact that seed variety is

disconnected with returns reflects general satisfaction or

dissatisfaction is difficult to say, although clearly there is very

little awareness of any worthwhile differences ,between the available

varieties.

In general there was a high degree of similarity in the order

of importance into which the various factors were placed,

regardless of how the farms were grouped. But two substantial

differences were revealed, other than those already mentioned.

These were that growers in the York district put fertilisers very

much lower down the list than did other growers, while Vale of

Pickering were similarly less impressed by the date of lifting.

Q uite what the reason for the former might be it is very difficult

to imagine; certainly there was no marked difference, either

in actual usage of fertiliser, or in the extent of change between

the two costed seasons, on the farms in the York district as compared

with the rest. However, the fact that the date of lifting is

considered of less importance in the Vale of Pickering cculd very

well reflect the rather earlier termination of the growing season

there. Thus the range of possible harvesting times, as determined

by the factory, would include a shorter pErciod when the crop might

still be bulking-up. If this were true then the date of lifting

would not, of course, influence returns so much.
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Continuing the enquiry into the husbandry aspects of sugar beet,

growers were asked about any changes in technique which they had

adopted in the recent past. Nearly 90 per cent had introduced

some .innovation into their sugar beet enterprise during the last few

years. -Mechanical harvesting and precision drilling were the main

changes, followed by pre-emergence weed control. The -three sample

districts showed very similar patterns of charge, with the notable

exception of the more distant Vale of Pickering, where the introduction

of cleaner-loaders was much more marked. In general, growers of

larger acreages had a consistently higher rate of adoption of all

innovations.

Growers were also asked to anticipate what changes they would

be making over the'next five years and over half had some further

innovation in mind. Such intentions were somewhat more frequent among

the growers around York as compared to the rest and, similarly, more

of the larger growers anticipated still farther changes. The

intended changes were predominantly aimed at alleviating the hoeing

problem and included mechanical thinning, "band" and other pre-mergence

sprays, precision drilling, etc. There was also . interest in

cleaners or cleaner-loaders and concrete loading bases.

Concentration on the problems of spring hoeing is particularly

understandable as. this was given as the outstandingly difficult or

awkward operation involved in growing beet. Concern over

this was most marked in the York and Selby districts. Indeed,

when asked there further research into the technical aspects

of growing sugar beet should be directed, the suggestions were mainly

to do with the achievement of an adequate and appropriately

spaced plant population, without the necessity of
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so much hand. labour. rionogerm seed without any reduction, in

yield was the most frequent approach to this, *followed by

requests for further improvements in chemical weed control,

precision drills and mechanical thinners.. These subjects

accounted for Lome 60 per cent of the su.ggestions, while of

the remainder, those wanting higher yields, .principally .through

superior varieties than •exist at present, predominated.

Of the final 10 per cent of miscellaneous suggestion which were

inevitable with a question of this kind, about ihalf dealt :with

the development of specious ed- machinery, other -than *drills

and. thinners. Also included was the thought that :satisfactory

storage of har-krested beet would make the factory operating

season independent of the growing season to the •considerable

benefit of all.cdncerned.

Finally, an attempt was mace to assess what sources of

technical information growers considered to be most important.

From this it emerged that the fb.ctory field officer was,

outstandingly, the major source of such information:

When to this is added the several references to the factory

conferences, the spring demonstrations and the "Sugar Beet

Review", the extent to which information is provided by the

British Star Corporation can be appreciated. "Other farmers"

and "own experience" together were also of importance over-all,

while the National Agricultural Advisory Service, commercial

representatives and the trade press were rarely given as

sources of technical advice on sugar beet.
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SUGAR BEET ACREAGE E. YCRKSHIRE SINCE 190

1. National and County Acreage Changes 

Sugar beet has shown less relative variation in total acreage

over the last 15 years than any other major crop and this, of course,

is not particularly surprising in view of the special conditions

under which it is grown. Doubtlessly, the uncertainty of being

able to renew an acreage quota once it has been given up has contributed

greatly to this stability.

But changes in other crops, particularly those normally associated

with sugar beet, have been considerable over the same period. Thus

the total sugar beet acreage, relative to that of other cash and feed

roots, has in fact changed substantially. Since 1950, the principal

features have been a continual expansion of cereals which has reduced

markedly the proportion of arable land in non-cereal crops, particularly.

fodder crops. For England as a whole, the proportion of arable land

in cash roots has fallen from around 9 per cent in the early 19506

to about 7 per cent in the 1960's, due entirely to decreases In the

acreage of potatoes. Sugar beet has remained steady at just over

3 per cent throughout this pen i od. Consequent ly the importanc e of

sugar beet, relative to both potatoes and particularly feed roots,

has increased considerably at the rational level. Thus sugar beet

as a proportion of total cash and feed roots, itself diminishing

steadily, rose from under 25 per cent in 1950 to over 35 per cent

since 1960. There are now approximately half a million acres of

potatoes and 450 thousand acres of sugar beet grown in England, whereas

in 1950 potatoes stood at 800 thousand and sugar beet at 400 thousand

acres.

Taking the three Ridings of Yorkshire together the proportion of

total arable land in cash roots has been very similar to-that for

England throudaout the period since 1950. It is, however, somewhat
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surprising', in view of the presence of two B.S.C. factories in the

county, to find that sugar beet has been, and is still, less important

compared to potatoes than is the case nationally. Thus in the early

1950's, sugar beet accounted for less than 15 per cent of the total

acreage of cash and feed roots and, while this. has risen over the years,

it still represents no more than 25 .per cent, whereas the corresponding

figures for ,England were ?5 per cent and over 35 per cent respectively.

All three Ridings showed very similar movements in this regard, and

also the total acreage of beet in each has been comparable, particularly

towards the end of the period. However, the potato, acreage for the

West Riding is still over double that of sugar beet, while for the

North Riding, potatoes have fallen more sharply so that sugar beet is

now approaching 40 per cent of total cash roots. In the East Riding

the balance between the crops has been more even, with sugar beet

representing over 45 per cent of the cash root acreage at times during

this period. At present there are some 13-i thousand acres of beet

in the East Riding, 13 thousand in the West Riding and 12 thousand

in the North Riding, while corresponding acreages for potatoes are

1922- thousand, 31-1-- thousand and 19-1- thousand respectively.

2. The influence of,,,REL____ce_on acreaEt

One of the principal factors influencing the acreage of sugar

beet grown is, of course, the expected price for, while the total

area is limited largely by negotiated quota acreages, there remains

the possibility of these either not being fully taken up or else

exceeded slightly in the hope that the excess can be ma.rketed during

possible "free loading" periods. Since sugar beet is a review

commodity and purchased only by the British Sugar .Corporation,

growers know accurately what the value of beet of a given sugar

content will be, normally prior to their actual drilling date.

Hence the guaranteed price announced at each Annual Review is liable

to influence those growers who are undecided as to the exact acreage

they will grow.
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Never-the-less, because of the rigidities of a quota production system.,

already referred to, one might anticipate a somewhat erratic adjustment

of acreage to price changes. That this, in fact, has been the case

with sugar beet in Yorkshire can be seen in figure II. The diagram shows

that, in spite of rapid price Increases, the acreage of sugar beet in

the threerRidings of Yorkshire fell sharply between 1951 and 1953. The

latter would seem to have been an excessive reduction since the acreage

increased again markedly in 1954 although there was no further increase

in pride.

Guaranteed.
Price.

per ton. 136

(16.5%
sugar
content) 134-

132

13

128

12

124_,

56 57

•••

• 65

64 /
/

63 )4.

\62 61 60

3

3k 33 34 315 • 36 57 •38 39,
Area of Sugar Beet t000 acres)

FIGUR.E.II. Relationship between price  & acrea.B.e of sugar beet 
in Yoriiisire 1
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Acreage was again reduced in 1955 -despite a - price increase, but a

further price 'increase in 1956 stimulated a substantial rise in

acreage. This increase in area continued steadily until 1960.

although the price remained steady until 1959 and then was reduced.

The latter reduction initiated a three year .contraction in acreage

which was not halted by .a moderate price increase in 1963 .but , was

finally reversed by substantial price increases in the last two

years. These final price increases, together with larger quota

allocations, have resulted in the total acreage of sugar beet in

:Yorkshire increasing once again to the 1960 level of just over

38,000 acres.

Further light can be thrown on these responses to price changes

by taking into account the price of potatoes, since this crop must

compete largely for the same land. The guaranteed price of sugar

beet has been roughly half that of potatoes, on a per ton basis,

during the pericd since 1951. s The ratio of the two prices has

in fact fluctuated from a low of 0.44 in 1952 to just over 0.52

in 1956, when the sugar beet price was rather more than half that

of potatoes. The relationship between this ratio of sugar beet

and potato prices and the actuil acreage of sugar beet in the three

Ridings of Yorkshire is shown in Figure III. The excessive

reduction in acreage in 1953, which was noted in Figure IT, stands

out clearly in the second diagram also. The expansion in acreage

from 1955 to 1959 similarly can be seen to be associated with a

sugar beet price which was unusually high in relation to potatoes.

It *would seem that, had these prices persisted, the acreage of

sugar beet would have continued to expand up to approximately

40,000 acres, so that clearly the available quota acreage was the

principal limiting factor during this period. Since 1959 the

relationship between the ratio of the cash root pri ces and the area

of sugar beet grown ,has been the same as that predominating in the
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FIGURE III. Relationship between the ratio of the guaranteed.....
prices for cash roots and the acreage of Sugar
Beet in Yorkshire, 1951-1965.

7:E. That is the guaranteed price per ton for sugar beet
(16.5% sugar) divided by the guaranteed price for
potatoes as announced at each Annual Review.
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•

early 1950's and which might be regarded as the "normal"

relationship for Yorkshire during the period examined.

Hence, with a sugar beet price that was half that of potatoes

(e.g. 130s. per ton vs. 260s. for potatoes) one would anticipate

approximately 38,500 acres of sugar beet being grown in the

three Ridings of Yorkshire. Should the price of, potatoes rise

to 283s. (so that the ratio of sugar beet to potato price dropped

to 0.46) however, then there would need to be a reduction in

sugar beet acreage to approximately 36,000 acres for the

relationship to hold true.
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SUIVINIARY AND CONCLUSIONS

1. Summary

Sugar beet has maintained its share of the total arable acreage

both nationally and in Yorkshire since 1950. At th'e same time

potatoes and particularly fodder roots have declined markedly, with

the result that sugar beet now represents a greater proportion of all

break crops. This survey shows that the guaranteed price of sugar

beet and the ratio between it and potato prices help to explain

changes in total sugar beet' acreage in Yorkshire (see Figures II

and III).

aher features which the survey reveal are summarised below.

C o s. t • s The average cost of growing an acre of sugar beet

in the 1964-65 season was £68.16s. This was 10s. per acre less than

in the previous season (Table III, p.6).. The use of rubbed and

graded seed seems to be increasing, although the use of sprays was

considerably lower in 1964 than in 1963 and it varied with growing

district and size of enterprise (Tables IV and Vg pp.8 and 9).

The average levels of fertilisers applied to sugar beet differed

only slightly, between the two years. However the level of nitrogen

use was again slightly higher. The average cost of inorganic

fertilisers was £11.12s. per acre and including lime am' organic

manures the total cost., net of residues, was E15.19s. per acre in 1964.

Haulage costs were higher in 1964 than in 1963 since yields of

clean beet were heavier. Because of the more widesPread ownership

of specialised. machinery among larger growers, their average power

and machinery costs were higher than those of smaller, growers. But

since the latter relied more heavily, on contractors their costs for

power, machinery and contract crs I charges together came to over a

El per acre more than those of the larger growers. All farms harvested

by machine and precision drilling was widespread, with cleaner-loaders
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being important locally, but little evidence of attempts to mechanise

hoeing was found.

Lab our posts, the biggest cash outlay:to the -sugar beet grower,

averaged £21 Js.. per .acre in 1964. Here again the large-grower had

an advantage of. some 30s. per acre over the grower .oZ -less than

15 acre of beet (see Tables XV and ,IV1).

b)Returns The 1964-65 season was a considerably better

one for sugar beet than 1963764. The average yield on the survey

farms was 14.0 tons per acre, which represented an increse

1.3 tons over the previous season.. Furthermore, plenty of sunshine

and high temperatures resulted in a very high average sugar content.

This was reflected in higher values per ton, so that- total, returns

were substantially higher than in the' previous year (see Table XV111).

The average margin was EI1.11s. per acre in 1963-64, before taking

accoUtit of the value of. tops'; the comparable figure for the

1964-65 season was £33.6s.

Not only were costs lower on larger aci.eagesi but returns were
. •

higher, so that .there was' a substantial advantage' in the margins of

large over small growers (see Table X1X). This was 4nOt- greatly

reduced by the higher -Value of tops to the -smaller . grower.

Some evidence- of lower sugar percentages on fartri'S using- very hi6t.

-levels of nitrogen was found, but' b-ebause of greater yields, the

returns per acre were higher, in fact; than On other farms. However,

further analysis of the charges in bOth nitrogen use and yield •

between* the two seasons, revealed that e - -farm s ;1'.whier e both • -

nitrogen use and yields were high, would - hav'e had 'still higher yields

at lower levels of nitrogen (see Tables XXI and - )0C11). - Furthermore,

sugar content would have tended to be slightly higher so that':

returns, and especially margins, would have been consi derably enhanc ed.
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c) General Background. The importance of sugar beet to the farms

in this survey was examined by means of a questionnaire

(see Appendix D).' Growers regarded sugar beet principally as a

break crop with a relatively high cash return and about 70 per cent

of them also grew potatoes. This proportion varied with growing

district as also did the restrictiveness of available acreage

quotas for sugar beet.

Growers regard the preparation of the seed bed and the date of

drilling as the principal determinants of the level of returns.

Fertilisers, mid-season rainfall and the general level of sunshine

and high temperatures are also recognised as important' factors.

But growers -attach little importance to the type or variety of

seed, farmyard manure, late season rainfall or weather at and

after harvest.

The techniques of sugar beet production have changed considerably

over the recent past and further charges .are likely. In

particular, growers are experimenting with methods of reducing the

peak labour demand for hoeing. This is most true of the larger

growers; the principal interest is in pre-emergence herbicides

rather than mechanisation.

2. Conclusions

Many of the findings of this report are in keeping with the

aura of stability with which the sugar beet industry is endowed.

Among these may be listed; the similarity of average costs from

this and other surveys since 1957; the fixed and invariable

marketing procedure; the considerable number of years that sugar

beet has been grown continuously on the farms in this survey; the

persistence of hand hoeing; and the slightly rising total acreage

over a period when similar crops were being replaced by cereals.
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All of which may be seen against a background which has been

refreshingly lacking in concern over institutional arrangements and

political issues in ,general over recent years.

But perhaps the more important conclusions concern change,

rather than stability, in the . industry. Inevitably these are

predominately changes in growing technique. Mechanisation is still

developing and this was evident on the farms in this survey.

Also of particular interest was the change found in..the use of fertilisers

between the two years studied. Over ninety per cent of the sample

farms made. alterations in the quantity of nitrogen, phosphate and

potash applied to sugar beet in 1963 and 1964. While this, in itself,

is indicative of the flexible approach to production :techniques within

the industry, it also permitted a more realistic evaluation ,of the

yield response of sugar beet to fertilisers than is normally possible

from survey results. By making use of the greater similarity of

growing conditions for successive crops on the same, farms than

&lists between farms, the yield response to changes in nitrogen

application between 1963 and 1964 was examined. The results of this

suggest that nitrogen has a depressing effect on yield when very

heavy dressings are used. The optimum level appears to be less

than 140 units of total nitrogen, as opposed to the average,

application of 168 units on the sample farms in 1964.

.Although the optimum could not be detertnined with more precision,

because too few, farms used nitrogen at lower levels, the significant

conclusions that sugar beet is grossly-over-fertilised, to the

detriment of returns and especially margins, is clear. Quite why the

upward trend towards higher levels of. nitrogen use ia so persistent

is ,far less clear, however. Possibly the much more concentrated

fertilisers now available are partly. to ,blame- for an unconscious

increase in the level of plant nutrients applied, or the experimental

evidence may be presented too much in terms of lower sugar content,
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whereas growers still think primarily in terms of yield of clean

beet. Whatever the reason, however, the findings of this survey

strongly suggest that lower application of plant nutrients,

particularly nitrogen, would substantially enhance the profitability

of sugar beet.

Conformation of the disparity in costs, returns and particularly

margins between large and small growers, provided by this survey is

also important. Two factors, however, may partly offset the smaller

growers', seemingly inherent, disadvantage. First mechanisation,

which inevitably gives advantages on larger acreages, does not seem

likely to provide the answer to the hoeing problem. This seems more

likely to come from further development of pre-emergence herbicides

and mono-germ seed, which will greatly reduce, but may not remove

entirely, the need for hand labour. The problem of finding any

necessary casual help is, of course, easier the smaller the amount

needed. The second factor on the side of the smaller grower is

the greater opportunity open t o him for using the tops to greater

advantage for livestock feed. The interim report concluded "the

justification of the place of sugar beet, on smaller farms in

particular, may well come to rest rather more on what it offers in

addition to the cash return, if its performance in 1963 were to

become typical of the future." In spite of the very much better

season that followed, serious alteration to this conclusion is

unnecessary for the smaller grower. For as new techniques are

adopted and costs thereby lowered, the greater profitability will

be reflected in the guaranteed price necessary to ensure an adequate

take-up of acreage quotas. Because of the advantages of size

of enterprise demonstrated in this and other surveys there could well

be a long-term tendency for such quotas to be taken up by the larger

growers. The larger and more profitable growa-s, interest in

expansion would be increased by the successful solution of the one
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remaining, technical problem of spring hoeing. Any such

development could also encourage specialisation in sugar beet, for

the crop would then have two important advantages over potatoes.

First, like potatoes it could be handled with a small but well

mechanised labour force (perhaps more successfully, in fact), but

would require no large capital investment in storage. Second,

sugar beet presents no marketing problems comparable to those of

potatoes, which seem likely, if anything, to increase in the future.

Thus the sugar beet grower faces an assured market outlet with

known quality requirements and, once having made a single marketing

decision and entered a contractual arrangement , he can concentrate

entirely on the problems of production at which he should excel.

For many these advantages over potatoes, namely a low capital

requirement and an assured market outlet, may out any lower

financial return per acre. To what extent any tendency towards

.specialization in sugar beet resulting from this would be possible

under existing acreage allocation arrangements is not clear.

Detailed knowledge of how these operate is lacking among growers;

indeed those wishing to expand adopt widely differing tactics, with

little noticeable influence on the success or otherwise of their

requests, while new growers with new quotas also appear.

Furthermore, the uncertainty surrounding a decision to give up

an acreage quota is inevitably far greater than that associated

with acquiring the same, and this alone could make change slow ad.

difficult. In the absence of any marked change in the international

or domestic political scene towards expansion of the sugar beet

industry, the possibility of which should not be entirely overlooked,

any future innovations, which increased still further, the large

growers' advantages, could well place the industry's existing

institutional arrangements under some strain.
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APPMIX A THE INTER.NATIONLL.SITUA.TION.• 

The world sugar economy has. undergone a number of . critical

developments during. recent years which have influenced .the..7.K. sugar
•

beet industry both directly aid indirectly. Under normal trading

conditions the, Sugar Board purchases, at guaranteed prices., , sugar

from British and Commonwealth producers, up to the limits of

negotiated: quotas :for 'both. on-the free market.'

Since free market prides are 'normally substantially below these

guaranteed-purchase prices; ,the Sugar. Board and 'the British• Sugar

Corporation Ltd. ,-• on their behalf both incur substantial trading

deficits. In order to keep its books in approximate balance, the
- • • • • • • • - • ••• • • ••• • • •, • ' • • • • ' • •• • • • • l• • , • .1. .• • •

Sugar Board imposes a surcharge on all home-produced and imported

, sugar and: this is collected for. them by H.M. Commis sibners of - Customs

and Excise. This' surcharge is 'reclaimable, on any sugar which is

subsequently.- exported in some form or other,: . The Sug-4±. Act, 1955,

Eintende&that changes in the rate of surcharge, ehould be made as

•infre'quently as possible sand t}-12 Sugar Board. is empowered to run an.• , _ ••••••• ... • .• • .•. • _.• •

• accumulated deficit .up to a limit of E25m. largely to facilitate

this.. the .situation become reversed, .with'_worid prices

being above the guarant eed: pric es to home'and cothmonwealth • pro due ers

s'then the Sugar*Board.makes Distribution Payments from it:-resulting

:tradiiig surplus, so cushioning retail prices from the upward

pressure. of world sugar prices.

.However, . the 'very volatile world market situation in 1963 forced

the_Sugar Board to-,-follow,world!prices:Truch more closely in order to

avoid both a) exeeeding the statutory- on its. borrowing powers

and b) similarly .violent price changes at the retail level.: The

year .1963 saw, -in fact,. tv* separate crises; the .first was .:caused

by generally-poor crops in Europe, the Caribbean' andparticularly

the U.S.A. who in turn had to buy heavily from the major exporters
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of "free" sugar, while the second was caused by the disastrous effect

on the Cuban sugar harvest in -particular' when hurricane "Flora" swept

through the Caribbean in early October . Prices reached a new peak

then arid remained very high until the end of the year, from which

point they dropped steadily. Because of these unprecedented levels

of world sugar prices, the Sugar Board's financial accounts were very

different for 1963-64 than for preceding years .(see Table Al).

Table Al. Summary of  the Accounts of  the .Sugar  Board, 
1960-1964

•
Year to

TradinK loss or profit Surcharge
or : Distri-
bution .
Pa ents .

Annual
Balance 'Balance

,

Cumulative
Commonwealth
Sugar
A: eement B .S .C. Ltd,

• Em. • gm. Em. ' £m. £m.
June 1960 7.27.7. - 7-11.7 + 39.6 - .0.2 r 7.1

1961 -25.5 . . . 715.5 + 41.7 -,f- 0.3 . 7' 6.7

1962 -40.3 . 7.21.4 + 58.3 - 4.1

1963 -15.7 - 0.5 ± 24.1 + 8.6 -.2.2

19641•  +21.3 - +13.0 0.0 -l.5 18.

Source: Annual Report s Stigar Board.

Thus in 1963 the cost to the Sugar Board-, and hence indirectly

to the British housewife, of the British Sugar Corporation's 1962-63

campaign was only E50O, 000. This contrasts with an average cost

for the preceding three years. of £16.2m, while the 1963-64 campaign

in fact contributed some El3m, to the Sugar Board's account.

These periods of record world prices, reflecting the uncertainty

of adequate world supplies in the face of ever .increasing demand

have, no doubt, contributed to the expansion in contract aoreage

and=increases in guaranteed price which,have been •granted in recent

Annual Reviews. The termination of South Africa's Commonwealth

Sugar Agreement quota-also contributed to the increase.

•
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GROSS MAR GINS

APPENIDC B.

• Some of the information given in the body of this report

has been reorganised in this appendix for the. benefit of those

who wish to work in terns of gross margins. This has entailed

dividing the various items Of expenditure into either fixed

'or variable costs, since only the latter are used in deriving

the 'grass margin: Some costs, which are strictly speaking

variable in nature, have also been excluded, in keeping with

the usage currently adopted by the National Agricultu.ral

Advisory Service. Thus the costs on fuel and tractor and

machinery repairs have been disregarded, although clearly their

magnitudes will tend to vary with the acreage of sugar beet grown.
•••

Farmyard manure and lime have also been excluded from the

list of variable ,ccsts, largely on the grounds that the total

quantities applied to the sigar beet acreage are determined

by the system of farming adopted as much as by the specific

acreage of sugar beet in any one year. Nevertheless, where

applications of inorganic fertilisers are substantially reduced

because of heavy dressings of farmyard manure, it may be

appropriate to make allowances for this in deriving the

gross margin.

Table B 1. shows the considerable improvement in gross

margins between 1963 and 1964, due entirely to the higher cash

returns in 1964. • The difference in the average gross margin

for growers of more than 15 acres of beet and those of less

.was again approximately 10 per cent in favour of the larger

growers. This advantage arose nainly from hienr cash

returns per acre in both years.
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Table B 1. Gross Margins from Sugar Beet, by size of
ent erpri se, 1963 & 1964.

Per Acre:
1
1
Small Growers .Large Growers , All Farms
l',63 196.i........L.1963 1964 !196_, !1964

Average Acreage 9.7 9.6 24.8 24.8 i15.8 16.4
costed. acres acr221 acres acres acres acres

E.s. E.s. E.s, E.s. E.s. E.s.

Cash Returns 79. 4. 99.15. 83. 6. .105. 0. 80.17. lce. 2.

Variable Costs:
Seeds 1.14. 1.15. 2. O. j 1.18. 1.16. 1.16.

Sprays 1.13. 1. O. 2. O. 1. 6. 1.16. . 1. 3.

Fertilisers 11. 8. 11.14. 12. 8. 12. 9. 11.16. 12. 1.

Contract Services3€ 310. 3. 2. 1. 1. 19. 2.10. 2. 2.

Contract Haulage 5.19. 6. 7. 3.17. 4. 3. 5. 2. 5. 7.

Casual Labour 4. 8. 6. 4. §.4:13. 4.17. 5. 8._Li&

28. 2. 28. 6. 2 .10. I . 8. 27.12.?_27.17.

GROSS MARGIN 51. 2. 70. 2_2 5.16.

_21

53. 0. 74. 5.
1 .

_11.,12.,.._

Value of Beet Tops: 3_119. , 4._5.1 3. 4. 1 , 3.9.: 3442 3.1LJ

For all operations other than applying farmyard manure
or hauling harvested beet.

Not all farms incur each of the variable c osts shown in

Table B 1. Contract services and casual labour, in particular,

may or may not be employed and the grcss margin would be very

different for each situation. Such variation in the costs

included in the gross margin calculation limit their value far

comparative purposes. Table B 1 does not tell us sufficient to

decide whether sugar beet is more profitable on a large than on

a small scale. The smaller growers advantage in lower casual

labour costs may or nay not be offset by the amount of regular

11,
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labour used; vrithout the additional information presented in the

body of the report, the gross margins can not be relied on to indicate

whether or not scale of operation influences profitability.

In. an attempt to partially overcome this difficulty,_Tables B2

and B3 show.gross margins for partio)..lar situations. In Table B2

large and small growers have been subdivided according to whether

or not they made use of contractors. The influence on the gross

Margin is understandably considerable particularly with the smaller

growers who tend to rely on contractors for more operations than do

larger growers who employ them.

Table B 2. Gross Margins from Suzar Beet  by'farn2.1.faloyingt
and farms NM' contractars..i.- 3=.

Size Group -
Number

- of
Farms

Cash TTTgtal
. Returns

..
Variable
Costs

Gross
Margin'

..........."

5-14-- acres using
. _ contractors .

No.

22

E.s.

99.15.

E.s.

32. 3. 67.12.
No dontractcrs 16 . 23.18; 75.17,

15 acres and over using
contractors . '12 105. 0. 28. 8; 76.12.

No contractor's 19 . 26.15. 78. 5.

All sizes 
.

Using contractors 31 102. 2. 30.16. 71. 6.

I No contractors 38 25. 7. 76.15. i

For any operation other than applying farmyard
manure and haulage of harvested beet.
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Table B Gross Margins from  Sugar  Beet by farms 
ELT lojing and farms NCT employing casual 

Per Acre
. Numb' Cash Total Gross

of Returns Variable Margin

Farms Costs ...._

No. E E E

Farms employing
casual labour 50 102,2. 30.13. 71. 9.

Farms not employing
casual labour 19 102.2. 20. 7. 81.15.

11 Farms 69  1 102.2. 2747.  74. 5. I

Table B 3 shows separate gross margins far those farms who

did not employ casual labour as opposed to the majority who did.

Once again there is a marked difference in the gross margin

although, of course, there is no reason to suppose that farms

using no casual labour' were any more efficient than the remainder

in spite of their higher gross margins.

4W
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APPENDIX C.

65.

NOTES ON COSTINGS METHODS

1. Regular Labour Time spent on sugar beet by the regular farm

staff was charged at standard hourly rates which included allowances

for overtime, insurance, aidkness and holidays. The rates used were

as follows:-
Before 18/11/63 From 18/11/63

per hour
Men 5s. ld.
Women 3s.10d.
Youths 3s. 6d.

per hour
5s. 5d.
4s. Od.
3s. 9d.

2, Casual Labour This was charged at the actual cost incurred.

The charge was converted to kours worked by using the standard rate
appropriate to the date.

3. Tractors The number of tractor hours employed on sugar beet were

charged at the standard rates of ls.8d. to cover fuel, oil, grease

and repairs plus 2s.0d. to cover depreciation and miscellaneous tractor

expenses.

4. Farm Lorries A charge of ls.4d. per mile travelled in hauling

sugar beet was made to cover the running costs and depreciation of the

lorry.

5. Machinery  Repairs a_2251_22.preciation The cost of repairs and the

depreciation charge was calculated individually for specialised

machinery (harvesters, precision drills, loader/cleaners and irrigation

equipment). The depreciation charge, i.s. 10 per cent of the

difference between initial cost and scrap value (assumed to be 5 per
cent of initial cost) was adjusted proportionally for any eareage,

such as contract work, in addition to the costed acreage. The

depreciation charge for new machinery- was increased to 20 per cent

for the first year.
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Repairs and depreciation for non-specialised machinery were

charged at flat rates of 17s.6d. per acre for repairs and ls.Od.

per tractor hour for depreciation.

6. Share of General Farm Overheads This was allowed for by

charging 10 per cent of total direct costs.

7. Farmyard Manure This was charged at a standard rate of 15s.01.

per ton plus the costs of labour and tractor hairs involved in

applying it.

8. Manurial Residues Adjustments for manurial residues, both

brought forward from the previous crop and carried forward, were

made on the following basis.

Organic manures: One-third of total cost
.including application.

Inorganic compounds: One-quarter of the cost
of purchase.

Inorganic "straights": Nitrogen, nil.
Phosphate; one-third of
cost of purchase.
Potash; .one-third of
cost of purchase.
Lime; depending on liming
policy, the average annual
cost was used.

Grass: E3/acre brought forward to sugar beet.
Fallow: Nil

9. Credit for beet tops

An allowance of 2.10s. was made for

in. The weight of tops fed (sheep were

per week and cattle 3 cwts.) was credited

tops that were ploughed-

deemed to eat 1 cwt.

at ls.01. per cwt.

Any difference between the weight of tops fed and the total weight

available (taken as equal to the yield of clean beet) was

credited at .a rate equivalent to that for ploughing-in.
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APPENDIX D. THE QUESTIONNAIRE

Leeds University,
Name:
Code No:

SUGAR BEET SURVEYS l964.65. The purpose of this short questionnaire

is to attempt to establish some factual evidence of tte importance of

sugar beet in the over-,11 ,farm set-up on the farms in our present

survey.

Quest.l. Vihat was the first year thtt' you grew stgar beet? 19...
Quest .2. How many years were you operating the farm before this?
Quest. 3. Have you gram it every year since then? Yes - No.

If No, Quest.3a. What was the reason for the break(s).
Quest .4. Is sugar beet grown on all the land in your

- • arable rotation? .Yes. No.
If No, Q uest.4a. What distinguishes the land on which you
grow sugar beet fran- the rest of the arable land?

Quest. 5. How frequently do you grow sugar beet on the same land?
Once in years.

Quest .6. Has the acreage which you have grown increased or
decreased over the years? Increased, Decreased, Static.

Quest .7. What of the last 5 years. in particular?
1960..•acres 91961 • 11 .acres, 1962..•acres,1963...acres 7

1964.. .acres.
Quest.8. Looking to the next 5 years, will your sugar IDEit

acreage, as far as you. can tell at present, be
larger, smaller, about the same, nil, don't know.

Quest •9. What are yair reasons for this?
(i.e. answer to Quest.8)

Quest .10. What are the main attractions of sugar beet as a crop
as far as you are concerned?( Order of choice if more
than one).
1 high cash return per acre
2 provides fodder in addition to a cash return
3 provides an opportunity to clean the land

• 4 makes the best use of farmyard manure
5 fits in well with the supply of available labour
6 other (specify)

Quest .11. Many of the above attractions can also be claimed for
potatoes Do you grow potatoes?. Yes. No.

If Yes, Quests.11a.

1) What acreage of potatoes do you grow?
ii) Does this acreage depend on tin acres of sugar beet

at all? (or vice versa)
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Quest .13 . •

Quest.14.

68.

iii) Do you work to a particular total acreage of
:cash roots?

) Do you. find that work on the two crops clashes
at all, e.g. during lifting?

.Which of the two contributes most to your
sfarm profit?

What then principally limits the acreage of sugar beet
ttiAt you grow in aiiy one year?

availability of suitable land
2 availability of labour for hoeing and singling
3) harvesting difficulties

"I acreage quota5 other (specify)

Any of the following tray, in certain 'aircums'tances,
affect total returns froin sugar bet .-. which are
the •3 most important on your farm?

(If soil,type makes a difference take last year
• as . an. example)

seed bed preparation
b date: of sowing .
c) type and/or variety of seed

•1 plant spacing .*
e fertilisers
f farmyard manure
: g) rainfall early on

10* It mid-season
1) " • late
j) sun. and high tem.pertures
k) freedom from fly attacic
1 ) date of lifting
m) weather at and after lifting

Which of the various tasks' involved ,in growing sugar
beet do you.-.find most difficult or awkward to cope
with?
1 preparation of-seed bed
2 drilling
3 labour for singling-and' hoeing

4 spraying
5) lifting
6) haulage for clamping
7) all equally -difficult(easy)
8) other (specify.)

4.,
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Quest.15. Have yai introduced any changes in the way you grow
stgar -beet over the last 5 years?

1) precision drilling
2 pre-emergence weed control
3 band spraying
4 mechanical thinning,,

irrigation
6 mechanical harvesting - give types
7 concrete loading base
8 cleaner/loaders

Quest.1 . Is it possible that you might introduce some of
these, or any other changes, in the next 5 years?

.,Yes, No.
If Yes, Quest.16a. Which ones?

Any others?(please specify) •

Quest .17.

Quest .18.

What do you consider your most important sources
of information about sugar beet to be?

1) N.A.A.S.
2) Other farmers
3 Factory Field Officer

4 Merchant advisers
5 Trade Press (Farmers' Weekly and

Farmer & Stockbreeder, etc)
6) Radio and T.V.
7) Other (specify)

Finally, what, in your opinion, are the most urgent
problems in growing beet that experimental farms
and other research workers should be studying?
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STANDARD TABLES

The following tables are included for the purpose of comparison

with similar tables issued by other agricultural economics centres.

The figures are based on 69 records covering a total of 1,134 acres;

the average costed acreage being 16.4 and the range from 5 to 55 acres.

Table E 1. SUMMARY OF AVERAGE COSTS PER ACRE

Item of Cost C. .

Regular Labour

Casual and Gang Labour

Power - Tractor

Machinery Depreciation

•Repairs allowance

Contract Services

Other Fuel

Materials

Men

51.0

16.2

Hours

Youths 

2.4

0.9 

22.8

Females

0.2

5.4

Seed.

Fertilisers and Manures applied

Sundries

Rent

Marketing costs

Total Direct Costs

Plus share of General Farm expenses

Adjustment for Residual Manurial Values

Gross cost of Production at Delivery Point

Credit Value of Beet Tops

Net Cost of Production at Deliver Point

15.13.

5. 8.

4. 6.

2.14.

1.11.

2. 2.

1.

7. 7
66.11.

6.13.

73. 4.

4. 8.
68.16.

3.18.
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Table E 2. YIEJD,CCETS,RETURNS  & MARGINS

Yield of Clean Beet per acre

Sales of Clean Beet
Cost at Delivery Point

Margin 

All Growers
14t .0c

per acre 

E.s.
102.2.
64.18.

37.  4. 

Table E 3. SUMKA.B.Y OF AVERAGE QUANTITIES OF
MLITERIALS PER ACRE

per acre

E.s.
7. 6.
4.13.

2.13.

.

Material

Area
Applied
Only. .

Overall
Average
per acre

Seed Natural

lbs.. lbs. ,

.10.3

5.1

cwt s.

0.7

4.7
cwts.

..-

Rubbed

Fertilisers and Manures

Farmyard manure .

Artificials:

. Nitrogen

Phosphate

Potassium

252

units3€

149

units3E

143

105

174111_______

143

105

3E unit is 1 per cent of 1 awt, i.e 1.12 lbs.
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Table E 4.

SUMMARY OF AVERAGE MOUE, AND TRACTOR LaCUR
USED PER. ACRE IN GROWING AND HARVESTING.

.erati on Manual Tractor

hrs. - hrs.

Carting and spreading
farmyard manure F. . 57 .2 10.7

Pre Harvest. 6.5 6.2

Harvesting 19.1

11.9

Total:' 82.8  e 28.8

3€ Includes Shoddy

MP.




